Oh no! **Greenbeard the Evil Pirate** is trying to get **Bumblebee Boy**! Use crayons and markers to make this scene colorful.

Don’t forget to use green for **Pirate Greenbeard**’s beard!
The Amazing Adventures of Bumblebee Boy is all about the power of imagination. What do you think BUMBLEBEE BOY finds on the moon? Use your imagination to draw an exciting scene!
Sam uses his imagination to make his ordinary toys seem extraordinary. Can you match each everyday item with what it becomes in Sam’s mind? Draw a line to connect each match.
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Sam finds all sorts of fun goodies in his toy chest. Can you find them in this puzzle?

Pirate
P G L O V E R P I T

Dragon
I F P Q A Y I N H M

Football
R R D R U M F G Y D

Book
A P F R A S I H O I

Flashlight
T R U C K L B U M N

Drum
E N F Q H R I T C O

Dinosaur
G L C S K R B F U S

Glove
D R A G O N T E Y A

Truck
O L H H O R S E A U

Bear
F O O T B A L L M R
Fire Dragon tries to blast Bumblebee Boy with his fiery breath! Can you help Sam outfly him?
Bum ba Bum Bumm! Use crayons and markers to make your own **Bumblebee Boy** mask! Then use scissors to cut it out on the dotted lines (ask an adult for help) and poke holes on the sides where the small x’s are. Use string or ribbon to tie it around your head, then use your imagination to save the day!